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1: Catalog: Modern House Plans by Gregory La Vardera Architect
Our catalog includes a wide variety of projects, from plans for holiday homes to luxury homes and economic houses.
Get your project started today!

Sales were down, and there was excess inventory languishing in warehouses. He is credited with suggesting to
Richard Sears that the company assemble kits of all the parts needed and sell entire houses through mail order.
In the same year, the Aladdin Company of Bay City, Michigan , offered for sale the first kit homes through
mail order. The first mail order for a Sears house was filled in As Sears mail-order catalogs were in millions
of homes, Sears had a distinct advantage over many of its competitors as it was able to promote its "Modern
Homes" plans to large numbers of prospective customers through its general merchandise catalog. As sales
grew, Sears expanded its production, shipping and sales offices to locations across the US. To provide the
materials needed for the Modern Homes division, Sears operated a lumber mill in Cairo, Illinois. The ability to
mass-produce the materials used in Sears homes reduced manufacturing costs, which allowed Sears to pass
along the savings in lower prices for customers. Precut framing timbers, an innovation pioneered by Aladdin,
was first offered by Sears in Precut lumber was cut to the appropriate lengths and angles based on where the
framing timber would be used in the house. Prior to , the prospective home builder had to cut their
Sears-supplied lumber to appropriate lengths. These pre houses are not generally considered to be "kit houses"
but do fall under the definition of a "catalog house". Balloon frames could be built faster and generally only
required one carpenter. This system used precut timber of mostly standard sizes 2"x4" and 2"x8" for framing.
Shipped by railroad boxcar , and then usually trucked to a home site, the average Sears Modern Home kit had
approximately 25 tons of materials, with over 30, parts. The Modern Homes features of central heating, indoor
plumbing, and electrical wiring were the first steps for many families to modern HVAC systems, kitchens, and
bathrooms. During the Modern Homes program, large quantities of asphalt shingles became available. Asphalt
shingles were cheap to manufacture and ship, and easy and inexpensive to install. Sears also offered a
plasterboard product similar to modern drywall as an alternative to the plaster and lath wall-building
techniques which required skilled carpenters and plasterers. This product offered the advantages of low price,
ease of installation, and added fire protection. Local building requirements sometimes dictated that certain
elements of the house construction be done professionally and varied depending on where the house was
constructed. Sears began offering financing plans around Sales peaked in , just before the Great Depression.
While financing through Sears helped many homeowners purchase homes, the Great Depression led to rising
payment defaults, resulting in increasing strain on the Modern Homes program. Sears stopped selling homes
for a short time in before restarting sales. Sales slowly recovered as the United States emerged from the Great
Depression. Although it is sometimes claimed that no Sears kit homes were built after , Sears continued to
offer pre-cut kit homes through and Many of these homes were based on models from the and earlier Sears
catalogs but not all were, leading to debate over whether these homes qualify as "Sears Catalog Homes".
Because these homes were constructed using pre-cut lumber and plans provided by Sears, these homes can be
considered to be "Sears Catalog Homes". In the early years, the models were identified with numbers. After
several years, Sears also began assigning names to the various models, a convention that carried through to the
end of the program. Some models were offered with variations, the most common of those being expanded
floor plans and additional finished living spaces. Sears houses could also be ordered with reversed floor plans.
While the vast majority of models were for single-family house designs, Sears did offer a smaller number of
duplex house designs and even a few larger multiple-family buildings. Certain models were more popular than
others and the most popular models were offered over multiple years. Other models were only offered for one
year and some models that were offered have yet to be identified as ever having been actually built. Some
models were offered in both wood siding and brick veneer versions with different names attributed to the same
or almost identical home plan. The models listed below are some of the most popular models.
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Modern House Plans. Modern house plans offer clean lines, simple proportions, open layouts and abundant natural
light, and are descendants of the International style of architecture, which developed in the s.

Doors that reach from top to bottom make entryways look larger than they really are. This one is especially
interesting because of how the handle guard continues sideways with room for a mail slot. Here, a matching
walking path further differentiates the entryway from the paved parking and patio tiles. This one has a textural
exterior to stand in contrast with the concrete and steel that surrounds it. Fiery orange is a nice finish for a
modern Californian home like this one. The long door pull is another interesting touch. Bramco Builders
Incorporating artistic glass is another way to make a front door stand out. These textural sheets of glass
coordinate well with the textural exterior of the home, and provide extra privacy that ordinary panels could
not. Note that this door also opens on a pivot to save space on the interior. These oversized atrium-height
doors are breathtaking. Mechanized hardware allows designers to overlook the weight of the doors so the
homeowners can go as big and bold as they want. Borano Deep rose tones ring with a traditional and
sophisticated tone, while the brushed steel door guard incorporates modern styling. Keratuer This Red Dot
Design Award winner gains admiration for its enhanced security and keyless entry options as well as its
distinctive styling. Exotic woods like the ones used here always catch the eye. Axolotl The ideal door a
minimalist exterior â€” this sleek and modern design uses uncomplicated modern materials, its stripes serving
up just a touch of decoration for visual interest. Minarc Wavy wood panels flow and interweave for an artistic
effect. The ultra-tall and wide design opens on a pivot, making it stand out both in terms of looks and
functionality. Axolotl This part of the door tour takes us through several highly artistic and up-to-date options.
This futuristic door incorporates a textured print on top of a cloudy finish. Axolotl Unusual materials can
transform an ordinary front door into a true focal point. This one goes for a bold approach to texture, with
stone-like panels varied by tint and height. Even the mail slot plays an integral role in the design. Axolotl
Laser carved doors give homeowners endless possibilities for self-expression. Its aluminum coating
contributes substantial visual weight. Axolotl This door combines cutout branches with a multi-tone finish for
a perfectly up-to-date result. The handprint on the door pull is a neat idea, too. This would be a nice door for
an updated take on a classic exterior. This starburst pattern draws the eye immediately, its distressed bright
blue paint keeping the personality nice and casual. MCK Architects Screen doors can boast plenty of style too.
Here, decorative strapwork creates a guarded but attractive boundary between the front door and the street
outside. The golden ratio inspired sidelights reinforce the artistic elements at play here. White stripes offer a
response to the black strips along the exterior walkway. Inside, glossy walls and floors continue the highly
polished theme. This method can turn even an ordinary door into a show-stopper. This lovely example could
be mistaken for a traditional hinged door at first glance, but the lack of visual hinges makes it a great option
for those who seek out minimalism in exterior design. A pivoting outer frame reveals a smaller door within,
the smaller door adhering to traditional sizing and the outer door blurring the boundaries between inside and
out. This bright blue door stands out against the surrounding potted plants , a cool drink of water within a
desert-inspired garden.
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Would you like to be informed with the latest plans added? Just subscribe to our newsletter, please! Whether it
be a classical or contemporary, a luxury, holiday, economic or small house plan, they are all here! A home
design plan, what is it good for? Apparently, it is all so easy. A house plan is nothing but a drawing, a starting
point for the whole designing process. Anybody can draw it. But for this drawing to become a house plan, it
has to be readable by each and every participant to the construction process. This means that all professional
groups to intervene on site should be able to read it and get from the planâ€¦ to the house. The final result,
your home, shall be a joint collaboration endeavor between you and your architect or the engineering office in
charge of design. According to your preferences in terms of finishing details or any other aesthetic or
functional aspect, you will be able to modify your home plan under the close guidance of the architect.
Classical or contemporary, luxury or economic house plans. What should I choose? As far as architecture is
concerned, are you contemporary or rather classical type? Do you prefer a luxury home or is it more likely that
you choose a cosy economic house? Are you a small family in search of a small home design, or on the
contrary, you are a large family who would rather prefer a big holiday house? After having taken this difficult
decision, you enter the selected section: Once you open one of these sections, all the house plans proposed by
our architects will be right before your eyes. From now onwards, different criteria will guide you to the final
choice, the house plan you have been looking for: The presence of an exposed beam may convince you, in
case you are fond of this architectural element. A sloping or terrace roof, a ground-floor or a storey house, a
house plan with one or more bedrooms, a garage or an attic, a covered terrace, a pergola or a gabion, here are
several elements that may help you take the right decision. About us We would rather start with what we are
not. We are neither designers, nor architects or architecture company. Yet, our wide experience in related
domains allows us to appreciate the quality of a design.
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The Lagom House uses three strategies to provide just the right amount: Building on the lessons learned from
our study of the Swedish housing industry the Lagom House achieves high energy efficiency while using
construction methods that are available right now. It uses a highly insulated slab on grade foundation that
follows systems in use in Sweden. We endorse this insulated slab system as a way to transfer construction
value away from putting concrete in a muddy hole in the ground, but rather into a highly energy efficient
foundation. The Lagom House uses a variation on wall construction typical in Sweden, adapted to standard US
products. Construction Prints offer plans in both 2x8 and 2x6 wall depth. These walls are built with a variation
on typical framing configuration which we call the Swedish Platform Frame. This framing method reduces
thermal bridges through the wall increasing efficiency, and also lends itself to panelized off-site construction.
Over head the Lagom House uses full 12" roof framing to permit more insulation than the common R The
limited attic area can also receive additional insulation blankets, but the main idea here is to move the roof
insulation up to R46 without complicating the roof construction. This orients the roof to the south for solar
collectors and passive solar gain. Lagom is a Swedish idea that is not represented in a single word in English.
An adjective, lagom means roughly "just the right amount" or "just enough is best". Its a sentiment of
appropriateness as well as modesty. This is how it was first described to me: The idea of Lagom is that it
means "the right amount" or more accurately "an optimal amount". Lagom conveys the notion of having just
what you need and no more. It means more than just what is good for you, but good in a more expansive and
considerate sense. It is the idea that nothing should be added and nothing should be taken away. It suggests
virtue in balance, and balance is at the root of sustainability, not just in building but in living. So in the spirit
of Lagom we have created a house that is just the right amount of space, just the right amount of utility, just
the right amount of home. It is a compact 3 bedroom house, enough to comfortably fit a family of four.
Despite its small footprint and small total area it provides a diversity of spaces including dedicated workspaces
for both parents and kids, and it provides living spaces of generous proportions. This follows a philosophy
embodied in many of our house designs where by bedrooms for sleeping can be modest in size and space
where possible is dedicated to common rooms. The result is a house that lives larger than its size would
suggest. And by being roomy, yet small, the Lagom House can be efficient and thrifty with the resources
required to build it and to operate it. Read more about the Lagom House design below the images. Have a
question about this design? Two story, wood framed dwelling on an insulated slab on grade foundation, with a
sloped shingle roof system, low slope roofing at the dormers, and a corrugated metal roof at the front porch.
Second floor spaces include a bathroom, two bedrooms, and master bedroom with its own bathroom.
5: House Designs Ideas, Inspiration, Photos - Trendir
In today's article, we show you latest catalog of modern staircase design , modern stairs designs, interior stairs design,
wood floating stairs, floating metal stairs designs, staircase railing design ideas, modern stair railing designs, stair
railings ideas, stainless steel stair railing, modern spiral staircase, staircase wall design ideas.

6: Search & Browse House Plans, Architectural Floor Plans | House Plans by Garrell Associates, Inc.
The Bassett home decor catalog is filled with contemporary and traditional furniture as well as accessories for every
room in your house. You'll find furniture and accessories for your bedroom, dining room, media rooms, workspaces, and
the other rooms in your house in the Bassett home decor catalog.

7: Classic, Luxury, Economic and Modern House Plans Catalog
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An ordinary home can become "the house with the red door" with nothing more than a simple coat of paint, while a
magnificent piece of architecture can rely on a unique door style to tie its exterior design together.

8: Bedroom Doors Design Catalogs Modern Front Door Designs 9 Mp3 [ MB] | The Oasis Music
We are an independent design and drafting company specializing in working in partnership with our clients to craft code
compliant, fully submittable building plans for their houses, ADU structures, getaway cottages and more.

9: Modern House Design: Unique Furniture Catalogue | Poltrona Frau
Door designs will talk about us and we all kind of want to be presented in the best way possible. That's why I picked up
40 modern door designs, from massive steel pivoting doors, to thin glass doors for your inspiration.
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